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Challenge: 

Competing against 2 other companies to 

design, supply and install a new state of the 

art HD CCTV system.

Solution:

Provide a High Definition IP CCTV network 

system using clients existing IT infrastructure, 

liaising with the site IT and creating a 

separate VLAN for the CCTV system.  The 

system has the ability for software updates, 

which allow for new features and resolve any 

potential software issues.  Installation of new 

4K DarkFighter cameras, fisheye and Panovu 

range cameras.  We have also provided an 

ANPR camera for capturing plates entering 

site. Installed across several Network Video 

Recorders with RAID configuration for system 

continuity.  Along with a control room with 

Client PC and 40” monitor for site 
management.

Multi Award winning Catering Events Company Sanjay Foods called upon Sonic as part of a 3 company tender, to 

assist them with their CCTV design supply and install requirements for their new home at the Grand IXL Events 

Centre at Southam's Dallas Burston Polo Club.   The events centre is an outstanding landmark to the surrounding 

area which hosts events Polo matches and large weddings.

Sonic were called upon to design a system that would give the premises significant coverage, Sonic opted for the 

Hikvision brand due to their extensive array of CCTV technology.  The site is made up of 4K camera technology 

utilising, fisheye and PanoVu cameras as well as ANPR technology with in excess of 100 cameras across the 

premises.

CEO Atul Lakhani of Sanjay foods spoke highly of Sonic “Indeed it has been a pleasure

to work with Sonic Security Services Ltd, from start to finish.   From the initial brief 

conducted by Surveyor Jeremy Haynes to the installation overseen by Technical 

Manager Gregg Payne and Senior Engineer Tom Gardner and the rest of the

installation team.  We were extremely impressed with their commitment to 

safeguarding the IXL Events Centre. We have no hesitation 

in recommending them as a team you can trust”

Award Winning Catering Events Company 

seeks award winning CCTV system to 

compliment their business operations

ANP camera for capturing vehicle nu,ber plates 
entering the site. Installed across several 
Network recorders with RAID configuration 
for system continuity.  Along with a control 
room with Client PC and 40” monitor for site 
management

 

 

 




